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At fxTsignals.com, we recognize that responsible investment (‘RI") is fundamental to our fiduciary duty to deliver sustainable returns for
our clients and beneficiaries. We understand the importance of sound stewardship in managing investors’ capital, and our approach to RI
closely aligns us with the values of our clients and shareholders. In our duty to act in the best long-term interests of our investors and
shareholders, we formalize our commitment to integrate and apply responsible investment approaches that better inform our asset managers
across all business groups of environmental, social, and governance (‘ESG’) factors that may affect the preservation and returns of our
client's assets.

Responsible Investment oversight
fxTsignals.com's Responsible Investment (‘RI’) Committee oversees and reviews the implementation of all RI policies and processes, as well
as the firm's stewardship capabilities, across fxTsignal's investment engines.
fxTsignals.com's RI Committee provides the Firm's employees with a policy resource with which to formulate and disseminate information
regarding our approach to responsible investment. The Committee is composed of senior representatives from all of Man Group's
underlying businesses, ensuring a broad perspective of Rl across asset classes and investment strategies. This not only underlines the
strategic importance of sustainability for our corporate philosophy; it also ensures that it is organized and managed from the highest level.
fxTsignals.com actively works to cultivate a diversity of approaches to identify, assess and integrate risk and climate risks. Indeed, the
breadth of fxTsignals.com's investment engines means that the firm represents a unique intersection of perspectives — quantitative,
discretionary, macro, private markets and asset allocator—where competing and sometimes conflicting expectations, approaches and
applications of ESG are actively debated.
Reporting into the fxTsignals.com RI Committee, Man's Stewardship and Active Ownership Committee (‘SOAC’) oversees all proxy voting
and engagement activities at the firm level. We will go to develop an enhanced ESG voting policy that applies specific overlays that
represent the core principle of good governance.

fxTsignals.com’ Responsible Investment Policy
The purpose of this policy is to outline fxTsignals.com's recognition, commitment and support for the development and integration of
responsible investment modalities across the firm's subgroups. The diversified nature of Man Group's multi-strategy businesses means that
no single Environmental, Social and Governance ('ESG’) framework is universally applied. Accordingly, fxTsignals.com expects its
investment engines to apply the norms and best practices of responsible investment that are most appropriate for their strategy and asset
class. For Man Group as a whole, these norms and best practices include:
1. Stewardship: enhancing the value and interests of our clients’ assets through voting and active engagement;
2. ESG factors: considering and/or applying ESG criteria in the investment decision making process;
3. Education & activities: participating and educating responsible investment within the investment community.
This policy applies to the major asset classes where responsible investment can be practically addressed. fxTsignals.com's starting point in
its approach to Rl is publicly quoted equities and fixed income investments. We recognize, however, that the formation of best practices in
Rl is still nascent among many asset classes that are core to our firm's businesses. As such, we will continue to look for appropriate ways
to apply responsible investment in areas such as stocks, commodities, bank, broker, insurance.
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